
Fall Back to Nature Bracelet
Project B504
Designer: Kathy Mannix

Wear this nature based bracelet with your fall wardrobe.

What You'll Need

Vintaj Natural Brass Standard Hook For Jewelry Clasps 24mm (2)
SKU: FCL-4656
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Natural Brass Woodland Leaf Charms 18mm (2)
SKU: PND-7104
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Natural Brass Gear Flower Spacer Beads 6mm (10)
SKU: BMB-4220
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Natural Brass Chain 9.5mm x 6.2mm Etched Cable Chain - Bulk By The
Foot

SKU: CHA-7130
Project uses 1 foot

Vintaj Natural Brass Fancy 8mm Etruscan Bead Caps (4)
SKU: BMB-4255
Project uses 2 pieces

Vintaj Natural Brass Fluted Round 3mm Melon Spacer Beads (20)
SKU: BMB-4233
Project uses 2 pieces

Czech Cathedral Glass Tiny Beads 4mm Topaz/Silver Ends (25)
SKU: BCP-6410
Project uses 18 pieces

Vintaj Natural Brass Jump Rings 4.75mm Open 19 Gauge (25)
SKU: FJR-5347
Project uses 3 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Faux Round Pearls 5810 10mm Powder
Rose (10)

SKU: SWP-1013
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Natural Brass Fine Head Pins 24 Gauge 1.5 Inch (20)
SKU: FHP-5535
Project uses 2 pieces

Vintaj Natural Brass Square Filigree Bead Caps 5mm (6)
SKU: BMB-4258
Project uses 1 piece

Hand Painted Porcelain Autumn Leaf 18x25mm Rectangle Focal Bead (1)
SKU: BWC-103
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal 5650 20x13.5mm Cubist Bead 'Crystal
Copper' (1)

SKU: SWC-2132
Project uses 1 piece

Pink Crazy Lace Agate (D) Flat Oval Beads 15x20mm (6)
SKU: SPAG-85
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Natural Brass Rustic Round Message Charms Inspire 12mm (2)
SKU: PND-7076
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Natural Brass Ornate 12mm Filigree Bead Caps (4)
SKU: BMB-4254
Project uses 1 piece

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Bicone Pendant Beads 6301 8mm Rose Pink
(8)

SKU: SWC-3482
Project uses 1 piece

Artistic Wire Antique Brass Color Craft Wire 24 Gauge - 20 Yards
SKU: WCR-4201
Project uses 1 piece

Vintaj Brass Bronze Colored Copper Wire 26 Gauge 120 Feet (1 Spool)
SKU: WCR-4349
Project uses 52 inches

Vintaj Brass Bronze Colored Copper Wire 20 Gauge 45 Feet (1 Spool)
SKU: WCR-4347
Project uses 1 piece

Instructions:
1. Dangles:

Dangle 1: Cut a piece of 26 gauge (WCR-4226) wire 4 inches long. Thread on a Swarovski bicone (SWC-3482) bead so that
it sits in the middle of the wire. Make a briolette wire wrap. Cut off excess wire after your wire wrap. There will now be just
one wire left. Thread on a cathedral bead (BCP-6410). Create a wire wrapped loop with the other side of the wire, and close.
Trim off excess wire. Set aside.

Dangle 2: Thread onto a headpin the following beads: small brass ball (BMB-4233), a gear flower spacer (BMB-4220), and
another small brass ball. Create a simple wire wrapped loop on the headpin, and trim off excess wire. Set aside.

Dangle 3: Thread onto a headpin a cathedral bead. Create a simple wire wrapped loop on each headpin, and trim off excess
wire. Set aside.

Now move on to create the Linked Cathedral beads.

2. This necklace is relatively easy once you get the hang of making a wire wrapped loop. Begin by cutting 16 pieces of 26 gauge wire
(WCR-4226) at three inch lengths. Make a wrapped loop at one end and close.

3. Add a bead to this wire. Create another wrapped loop on the other end of the wire, close to the bead, and trim off excess.

4. Take another piece of wire and begin to make a wrapped loop, but this time thread the wire loop through the loop on the previous
bead segment before you finish wrapping.

5. Add a bead to this wire segment and finish the wrapped loop on the other side.

6. Continue in this manner until you have joined 4 cathedral beads together. Make 4 sets. Set aside.

7. Create a wire wrapped loop with 24 gauge wire. Thread on the pink stone (SPAG-85). Make a beginning of a wrapped loop on the
other end of the wire, thread on the loops of all 4 sections of the cathedral pieces you wrapped earlier. Close the loop and trim off
excess wire.

8. Create another wrapped loop with 24 gauge wire. This time first thread on a bead cap (BMB-4254) and then the Swarovski crystal
(SWC-2132) form the bead cap with your fingers, gently press down the bead cap onto the crystal. Make a beginning wire wrapped
loop on the other end of the wire, thread on the loops of the other end of the 4 sections of cathedral beads. (See Photo Illustration)
Close the loop and trim of excess wire.

9. Create the beginning of a wrapped loop with 24 gauge wire. Add dangle number 1 to the loop. Close the loop. Thread on a bead cap
(BMB-4255), a pink Swarovski pearl (SWP-1013) and another matching bead cap. Make a beginning wire wrapped loop on the other
end of the wire, thread onto the loop of the large Swarovski crystal (SWC-2132). (See Photo Illustration) Close the loop and trim of
excess wire.

10. Create the beginning of a wrapped loop with 24 gauge wire. Take both dangles 2 and 3 and add to the loop. Close the loop. Thread
on a bead cap (BMB-4258) and the painted ceramic leaf bead ((BWC-103). Make a beginning wire wrapped loop on the other end of
the wire, thread onto the loop of the loop of the pink stone bead (SPAG-85). (See Photo Illustration) Close the loop and trim of
excess wire.

11. Next take a section 5-7 links (depends on your wrist measurement) long off of the chain (CHA-7130). I used 7 links for my project.
Open one of the end links and link onto the large ceramic leaf bead and then close. Open a 4mm jump ring (FJR-5347) link onto the
"inspire" charm (PND-7076) and then link onto the other end of the chain. Close the link.

12. Take the clasp hook, open the loop and link onto the loop of the capped pearl you made earlier. Close the loop.

13. Open a 4mm jump ring, link on the leaf charm (PND-7104). Now link onto the loop of the large Swarovski nugget bead (FJR-5347).
(HINT: The same loop that has dangle #1) Close the jump ring. You’re finished!

Please refer to photo for more detailed information about this project.


